CHOICES AT THE POST-BREXIT CROSSROADS
Determining the Future of Plant Genetics in the UK

The EU regulatory framework for plant genetics currently applies to the UK. Brexit offers the
UK government a prime opportunity to benefit from plant biotechnology by adopting a
pro-technology, pro-innovation, pro-farmer political and regulatory environment that supports
plant biotechnology.
Taking independent strides could lead to potential economic and environmental benefits for
the British farmer and consumer, including progress towards:

• Higher-yielding crops
• Lowered costs of production
• Increased farmer incomes
• Greater flexibility and availability
of grain and feed to benefit the
British livestock sector

• Reduced greenhouse gas
emissions associated with
farming
• Better protected biodiversity
• Better response to drought,
pests, and other diseases

How EU regulations have cost the UK
LOST SOCIOECONOMIC BENEFITS

EU plant biotechnology regulations cost
UK agriculture between £428 million and
£534 million in farm income benefits
(1996-2006), plus an additional £65-82
million annually

SHRINKING SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY

The EU’s unsupportive regulatory
environment for plant biotech has caused the
loss of more than 900 scientist jobs and
£77 million in related salaries (1996-2006) in
the UK, as private sector research relocated

Source: PG Economics, 2008

A consequential new EU court ruling on mutagenesis
In July 2018, the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) ruled that plants made with mutagenesis
techniques developed since 2001 are to be treated as GMOs for regulatory purposes in the EU. This means
that many plant breeding innovations based on the most recent gene editing methods such as CRISPR will
be subject to the current EU regulations applicable to GMOs.

This CJEU decision could lead to significant trade disruption
for the food, feed and livestock production sectors, and add
to the loss of competitiveness for UK and EU agriculture.
A report by PG Economics outlines three potential post-Brexit regulatory scenarios for the future of UK
plant genetics. See the reverse for a summary of these theoretical outcomes – to what extent should the
UK stay in line with the EU, or seize the opportunity to chart its own course?

Post-Brexit regulatory arrangements: Three possible scenarios for the UK
SCENARIO 1

SCENARIO 2

SCENARIO 3

The status quo

Improved implementation
with some changes

The UK sets its
own path

ACTIONS

ACTIONS

ACTIONS

• Operating EU regulation of
GMOs “as originally intended”
• Divergence from CJEU ruling:
Some products of gene editing
would not automatically be
categorized as GMOs

• Divergence from EU GMO
regulations
• Divergence from CJEU ruling:
Some products of gene editing
would not automatically be
categorized as GMOs

POTENTIAL OUTCOMES

POTENTIAL OUTCOMES

POTENTIAL OUTCOMES

• GM-avoidance trade policies
continue to add costs to the
UK supply chain
• Ongoing and potentially
increased uncertainty for
traders and users of imported
commodities and derivatives
• Unfavourable environment
for R&D and commercialisation
of GM crop technology will
continue

• Lower costs, improved
competitiveness of agricultural
commodity user sectors
• Reduced uncertainty for
traders and users of imported
commodities and derivatives
• Unfavourable environment for
R&D and commercialisation of
GM crop tech, but more
favourable environment for
NBT R&D and commercialisation

• Lower costs, more employment
generation, high agricultural
competitiveness
• Reduced uncertainty for
traders and users of imported
commodities and derivatives
• Likely to create a positive
environment for the
development of both GM
and NBT crop technology

BOTTOM LINE

BOTTOM LINE

BOTTOM LINE

• Continued alignment with
EU regulation
• Adherence to CJEU ruling
that categorizes products of
gene editing as GMOs

• Most likely to deliver negative
economic impacts

• Potential for economic and
wider societal gains, avoids
likely negative consequences

• Most likely to offer the highest
level of long-term benefit to
the UK economy

Case Study: Late Blight-Resistant Potato
To illustrate possible gains under a pro-innovation political and regulatory
environment in the UK, adoption of a blight-resistant potato could result in
a 2.5% increase in productivity. The potential ramifications include:
• £3-21 million in increased incomes
• £343 increase in farm incomes by per hectare
• 60% cost savings for the farmer due to reduced pesticide applications
• 6.3% national increase in profitability due to increased crop productivity
and reduced fungicide applications
• Better quality potatoes for consumers and decreased waste because
of reduced browning and bruising
Source: PG Economics Ltd, UK Plant Genetics: A Regulatory Environment
to Maximise Advantage to the UK Economy Post Brexit, 2018

